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We present details of design of elliptically bent Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors developed and successfully used at the advanced light
source for submicron focusing. A distinctive feature of the mirror design is an active temperature stabilization based on a
Peltier element attached directly to the mirror body. The design and materials have been carefully optimized to provide high
heat conductance between the mirror body and substrate. We describe the experimental procedures used when assembling and
precisely shaping the mirrors, with special attention paid to laboratory testing of the mirror-temperature stabilization. For this
purpose, the temperature dependence of the surface slope profile of a specially fabricated test mirror placed inside a temperaturecontrolled container was measured. We demonstrate that with active mirror-temperature stabilization, a change of the surrounding
temperature by more than 3 K does not noticeably aﬀect the mirror figure. Without temperature stabilization, the rms slope error
is changed by approximately 1.5 μrad (primarily defocus) under the same conditions.

1. Introduction
Beamlines at third- and fourth-generation synchrotron radiation light sources achieve unprecedented high-brightness
and low emittance, producing coherent X-ray beams that
demand X-ray optics suitable for micro- and nanofocusing
and brightness preservation. The required quality of the
corresponding reflecting optics is characterized with rootmean-square (rms) slope error tolerances below 0.3 μrad
with significantly curved and sophisticated surface shapes
[1, 2].
One of the most eﬀective and widely used ways to
achieve precise focusing is to use two, orthogonal, elliptically
cylindrical reflecting elements at glancing incidence, the socalled Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) pair [3], which focuses the
beam separately in the tangential and sagittal directions.
Recently, significant progress in the direct fabrication of

elliptical surfaces has been achieved [4–6]. However, direct
fabrication of tangential elliptical cylinders is often diﬃcult
due to the aspherical surface figure and sophisticated testing
techniques needed during the polishing process [7, 8]. This
is in contrast to flat optics, which are simpler to manufacture
and easier to measure by conventional surface profilometry.
In order to get the desired surface figure, a flat substrate,
appropriately shaped in the sagittal direction, is precisely
bent by applying torques (couples) at each end [9]. In
addition, bendable optics allow more flexibility for tuning to
diﬀerent desired focal distances and are useful for adaptive
(active feedback) applications.
The precision of the bender setting is limited by the
metrology accuracy and fabrication tolerances, both are
currently achievable of the level of 0.2 μrad. The best
fabricated bendable optics had been set at the advanced
light source (ALS) optical metrology laboratory (OML) to
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Figure 1: Bendable KB mirror used for the thermal investigations.

a residual slope error below 0.3 μrad (rms). The bent optics
will relax over time due to the bending mechanics involved;
however, optics can be in good shape for months, which is
reasonable. Also, it is quite simple to recheck and rebend the
mirror every few months, if there is noticeable degradation
in optical performance.
The manufacture and use of high-quality X-ray optics
requires surface metrology with an accuracy of better than
0.1 μrad [10]. While the accuracy of ex situ X-ray mirror
metrology and tuning techniques has improved over time
[11–17], the performance of optics on beamlines is still
limited by environmental factors specific to their beamline
applications [18–21]. Indeed, at beamlines, variations of
the ambient temperature, vibration, temperature gradients
due to X-ray absorption on the mirror’s substrate, and
so forth, are significantly diﬀerent from that in an optical
metrology lab. These factors require sophisticated environmental control of optical systems [22–24] and highaccuracy, at-wavelength, in situ metrology techniques for
fine tuning and alignment of optics at beamlines [25–31].
The percentage of the impact of these environmental factors
on actual beamlines, are currently under investigation at
ALS beamline 5.3.1.
For the performance of bendable X-ray optics used
for fine focusing at the beamline end-stations, thermal
eﬀects that depend on ambient temperature variation are
especially troublesome. Mirror shape changes are induced
by diﬀerences in the thermal expansion coeﬃcients of the
various materials used in the mirror-bending holder. In
this paper, we present the design and laboratory testing
of an elliptically bent KB mirror with active temperature
stabilization. The same KB design is now used at BL 12.3.2
of the ALS, where focus spots around 1 μm are routinely
achieved [32]. The smallest focus is limited by the alignment
of the optics and the environmental control at the actual
beamline.

2. Mirror Design
Figure 1 shows details of the mirror bender design. The
bending mechanism of the mirror is based on two cantilever
springs. With a wire, each cantilever spring is connected
to a displacement-reduction spring that is driven with a
Picomotor. The displacement of the Picomotor actuators
is monitored with linear variable diﬀerential transformers
(LVDT) with an accuracy of approximately 100 nm over the
useful range. The bender design allows extremely fine control
of the bending couples applied to the mirror substrate.
The mirror substrate is made of silicon. Most of the
elements of the mirror bender assembly are made of
aluminum which reduces the fabrication costs. Due to the
large thermal expansion coeﬃcients diﬀerence between Si
(∼2.6·10−6 K−1 ) and Al (∼23.1·10−6 K−1 ), the mirror shape
changes as the environmental temperature varies.
Another eﬀect which worth mentioning is the thermal
load from X-ray absorption on the mirror’s substrate,
when used at beamlines, which can lead to temperature
gradients on the mirror. Dissipation of the absorbed power is
important to provide good thermal conductivity between the
Si substrate and the Al bender. The mirror design (Figure 1)
and the materials used have been carefully optimized to
provide a high heat conductance between the mirror body
and the substrate. The Si mirror substrate is connected to
the Al bender assembly by molybdenum end-pieces glued to
the Si mirror substrate with special UHV compatible epoxy.
The thermal conductivity of Mo (at room temperature)
is approximately 138 Wm−1 K−1 , smaller than of Al (∼
237 Wm−1 K−1 ) by a factor less than two, and larger than
invar (∼14 Wm−1 K−1 ), which is commonly used in similar
applications, by a factor of approximately ten. The mirror
design and the selection of these materials allow eﬃcient
temperature stabilization of the mirror with a Peltier element
attached directly to body of the mirror assembly (Figure 1).
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Table 1: Original specifications of the KB test mirror.

Substrate material

Substrate
thickness

Substrate
length

Si

5.08 mm

101.6 mm

Mirror center
radius of
curvature
57.14 m

The mirror-bender design used in the present work is
closely related to the design of KB mirrors fabricated for
ALS beamline 12.3.2 [32]. Three similar mirrors are also
used for micro-focusing at ALS beamline 10.3.2. In both
cases, mirrors with active temperature stabilization based
on a Peltier element have shown a significantly better Xray focusing and stability performance than previous mirrors
without temperature stabilization.
In this paper we present the results of ex situ visible-light
shape measurement tests on a single KB mirror fabricated
for use as a test X-ray optic at ALS beamline 5.3.1. The
tests were conducted at the ALS OML. A new endstation
on beamline 5.3.1, developed in the course of an LDRD
(laboratory-directed research and development program)
project [33, 34], is dedicated to the investigation of atwavelength metrology of X-ray optics. The test mirror
substrate (with a pre-shaped sagittal width profile [9]) and
its intended surface figure profile, when bent, were designed
for vertical focusing on ALS beamline 10.3.2, with optical
specifications given in Table 1.

3. Assembly, Initial Alignment,
and Adjustment of the Test Mirror
The assembly, preliminary alignment, and the setting of the
mirror benders are performed by monitoring the mirror
surface shape with a 6-inch ZYGO GPI interferometer at the
OML.
First, with relaxed cantilever springs, the mirror substrate, which is an optical flat (the mid-spatial-frequency
variation of the substrate slope is less than 0.2 μrad RMS,
and the roughness is less than 1 Å RMS) with glued, Mo endblocks, is attached to the bender mechanism (Figure 1). The
downstream post is tightened to the mirror body, while the
upstream post is loosened. Final positioning and tightening
of the upstream post is made in such a way as to provide
the smallest possible curvature of the installed substrate.
The upstream post has two decoupling flexures that decrease
the parasitic stress applied to the mirror substrate due to
assembly error. The downstream post is equipped with an
anti-twist mechanism and has one decoupling flexure. The
flexures, which are 380-μm thick, do not provide complete
stress decoupling apparently due to a small misalignment of
the parts and a diﬀerence between the length of the substrate
and the distance between the posts. The latter perturbation
can cause a tension eﬀect [9]. As a result, the mirror’s radius
of curvature due to residual stress begins at approximately
500 m (concave), with totally released cantilevers.
Second, the twist in the mirror substrate is removed using
the dedicated downstream anti-twist adjustment shown in

Object
distance

Image
distance

Grazing angle

2400 mm

120 mm

4.0 mrad

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Mirror twist correction with the ZYGO GPI interferometer. The interferograms of the mirror surface before (a) and after
(b) the twist correction are shown.

Figure 1. The anti-twist mechanism is designed with its axis
of rotation on the reflecting surface of the mirror. Figure 2
shows normal-incidence interferograms of the mirror surface recorded before and after the twist correction.
Third, a ZYGO GPI interferometer is used to measure
the tangential radii of curvature from three sections of the
mirror’s clear aperture (upstream, central, and downstream).
The mirror is iteratively bent to a shape close to the desired
ellipse specified in Table 1 based on three local curvature
values. The interferometer’s measurements over the entire
clear aperture of the mirror are limited to a relatively
large radius of curvature, above ∼200 m. Therefore, its
measurements are only used to confirm that the benders have
the required range of tuning.
Finally, the anti-twist correction process is repeated for
the central part of the bent mirror. Later, a final, more precise
anti-twist correction is performed using slope measuring
profilers, including the upgraded ALS long trace profiler LTPII [14] and the developmental long trace profiler (DLTP)
[15], in the ALS OML. In this correction, the sagittal surface
slope profile along the entire clear aperture of the mirror
is measured, and the sagittal slope variation is minimized
by manually tuning the twist adjustment screws (Figure 1).
For illustration, Figure 3 shows the sagittal slope profiles of
the mirror measured before and after twist correction. The
twist correction removed a linear part of the sagittal slope
variation that initially had peak-to-valley (PV) variation
of 63 μrad. After the correction, the residual sagittal slope
variation has a quadratic dependence on the tangential
position with a PV variation of 24 μrad. We attribute the
uncorrected sagittal slope variation to an asymmetrical stress
of the substrate due to tolerances of the mirror assembly.
Note that at glancing incidence, the eﬀect of sagittal slope
errors are reduced, relative to the tangential errors, by a
factor that is on the order of the grazing incidence angle.
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Figure 3: Mirror twist correction with the DLTP. The sagittal slope
profiles of the mirror measured (a) before, and (b) after twist
correction.

For this reason, sagittal errors of this small magnitude, across
the illuminated width of the mirror, will have little impact on
focusing performance.
Note that when setting a set of KB mirrors for a beamline
at the OML, the mutual perpendicularity of the mirror
surfaces is aligned using the ZYGO GPI interferometer and
a 90◦ optical reference cube.

4. Precision Setting and Characterization of
the Mirror Benders
For optimally setting the mirror benders with a slopemeasuring profiler, the DLTP [14] or the upgraded ALS
LTP-II [15], we use an original procedure developed at
the OML and described in Refs. [16, 17]. The procedure
utilizes the near linearity of the bending problem. In this
case, the minimum set of data necessary for characterization
of one bender consists of three slope traces: (1) an initial
measurement, α1 (xi ), (2) measurement after adjustment of
the bending couple CA by ΔCA , α2 (xi ), and (3) measurement
after adjustment of the second bending couple CB by
ΔCB , performed at CA , α3 (xi ). These three measurements,
and their diﬀerences, provide a complete experimental
characterization of the mirror benders, using the benders’
characteristic functions
fA (xi ) =

α2 (xi ) − α1 (xi )
,
ΔCA

α (x ) − α1 (xi )
fB (xi ) = 3 i
.
ΔCB

(1)

Using a method of linear regression analysis with experimentally found characteristic functions of the benders,
a prediction for a slope trace α0 (xi ), which is the best
achievable approximation to the desired slope trace, and
the corresponding optimal bending couplings, CA0 and CB0
are calculated. With this method [16, 17], the characteristic
functions of the benders given by (1) can be used for retuning
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Figure 4: Characteristic functions of the test mirror benders
measured with the DLTP: for the left-hand-side (upstream) bender
( fA ) and for the right-hand-side (downstream) bender ( fB ). Springs
driven by Picomotors control the bending forces applied to the
mirror. For convenience and linearity, we measure the Picomotor
travel (in μm) directly, using an LVDT for feedback. Thus, the unit
here is slope/μm of Picomotor travel.

of the optics to a new desired shape without removal from the
beamline and ex situ remeasuring with a slope profiler.
Figure 4 shows the characteristic functions of the test
mirror, measured with the DLTP. As a measure of the
bending couplings CA and CB , we use the readings from
the LVDT sensors, measuring the displacements of the two
Picomotor screws, in unit of μm. Note that the characteristic
function of the upstream bender A (Figure 1) has a higher
slope for the region closest to its bender; the opposite
(downstream) side of the mirror surface is significantly less
sensitive to the change of the bending coupling CA . Similarly,
the downstream bender B produces stronger curvature
bending of its adjacent region of the mirror surface.
Once the predicted values of the optimal bending
couplings (CA0 and CB0 ) are set, the mirror is measured
once more to verify its shape. The inherent accuracy of
the procedure is limited only by the current accuracy and
precision of the OML slope measurements with the LTP-II
and DLTP, which are close to 0.1 μrad.
Figure 5 shows the residual variation of the mirror
tangential slope and height after subtraction of the desired
elliptical shape. The variation, characterized with an rms
slope variation of 0.5 μrad, is mostly due to the systematic,
fourth-order, “bird-like” residual surface figure, with very
little higher spatial frequency variation. There are a few
sources potentially contributing to this figure error. As we
have mentioned in Section 3, the current mirror assembly
design does not allow for total compensation of the tension
eﬀect [9]. Fabrication errors of the sagittal shape and the
thickness of the substrate are also possible.
Note that for the present investigation (unlike a beamline
focusing application), the presence of the figure error is even
useful for distinguishing a real change of the mirror shape
from measurement errors.
From numerical simulations presented elsewhere [34],
we also found the image distance may be slightly altered
(then the mirror rebent according to the optimal bending
techniques [16, 17]) to correct the residual fourth order
aberration, thus resulting in a overall better mirror shape.
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Figure 5: The residual variation of the mirror tangential slope after
subtraction of (a) the desired shape. (b) The corresponding height
trace obtained by a numerical integration of the slope trace.
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Figure 6: The container and the experimental arrangement for the
LTP investigation of thermal eﬀects with the bendable KB mirror.
The mirror faces upward.

5. Experimental Setup for Thermal Tests
A special container with variable inside temperature was
built for the LTP-II surface profile studies of the thermal
dependence of X-ray optics. The container, with the KB
mirror assembly inside, and the front side temporarily
removed for inspection, is shown in Figure 6, as it was
arranged for LTP-II measurements. The time constant for the
current setup is about 35 minutes. For a longer mirror with
larger bending mechanism, the time constant may vary.
The design of the container is based on a standard
Thorlabs breadboard enclosure with plexiglass walls and
feed-through panels on one of the sidewalls. For thermal

isolation from the environment, the outside surface of the
container is covered with self-adhesive thermal insulation
material. The temperature inside the container is controlled
with two actively stabilized Peltier elements. A temperature
controller is utilized to supply current (5 A maximum) to the
Peltier elements, connected in parallel, and to stabilize the
temperature inside the container. A temperature transducer
AD590, used as a feedback temperature sensor, is mounted
on a bracket of one of the Peltier elements. One more
temperature sensor, mounted in the center of the container
breadboard, is used for monitoring temperature inside the
container. A comparison of temperatures measured with
the two sensors provides a measure of the temperature
gradient. Test experiments with the container found that
the uniformity of inside temperature variation is less than
0.3 C when the temperature range is within 4 C of room
temperature.
For precise alignment of the upward-facing mirror with
respect to the LTP-II light beam, there are four fine height
adjusting screws placed at the corners of the container base
plate (Figure 6). The LTP-II scans the mirror surface through
an open, 200 mm (length) × 10 mm (width) slit, movable in
the sagittal direction.

6. Thermal Effect on The Mirror Surface Shape
Mirror shape measurements at diﬀerent stable, environmental temperatures were made with and without mirrorthermal stabilization.
After setting and characterization with the DLTP, the
mirror was placed in the container mounted on the LTP-II
optical table. The first set of LTP-II tests with the mirror were
to investigate the mirror shape dependence on ambient temperature, without mirror temperature stabilization. Between
shape measurements, a one hour time delay was given to
reach thermal equilibrium inside the container.
A precise reference measurement at room temperature of
21 C was carried out after resetting of the mirror shape to
the desired ellipse with the LTP. In order to suppress random
noise and the error due to setup drift, a measurement run
consisted of eight sequential scans performed according to
the optimal scanning strategy suggested in [35]. At the best
bent shape, the KB mirror’s residual rms slope error was
0.55 μrad (Figure 7). While this is slightly larger than for
the optimal bending obtained with the DLTP, the diﬀerence
may be due to the increased systematic error of the LTP
measurements due to the large distance between the LTP
optical head and the mirror surface (Figure 1). See also a
relevant discussion in [14].
Figure 7 summarizes the surface shape measurements
performed at diﬀerent temperatures inside the container,
without mirror temperature stabilization. As the temperature within the container increases, the slope error of the
originally best bent mirror increases.
The primary cause of the increase is the diﬀerence of
thermal expansion of the mirror holder’s aluminum body
and the silicon mirror substrate (see Section 2). A simple
estimation based on 100 mm substrate length gives a thermal
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Figure 9: The mirror curvature change as a function of the
container temperature. The dashed line shows a linear fit.
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Figure 7: The residual variation of the mirror tangential slope
measured at diﬀerent temperatures inside the container and at the
same setting of the benders. The traces correspond to the sagittal
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T = 21 C, 22.5 C, 23.5 C and 25.2 C, respectively. The primary cause
of the residual slope error increase is the temperature within the
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Figure 8: Temperature-induced surface slope change from a 4.2 C
(25.2 C–21.0 C) temperature rise. The linear behavior represents a
defocus with an eﬀective convex radius of 15.7 km (dashed line).

expansion diﬀerence of 10 μm at ΔT = 5C. The thermal
expansion contributes to the tension the mirror assembly,
leading to a change of the mirror shape.
Figure 8 shows the surface slope change due to thermal
eﬀects at the extreme temperature of T = 25.2 C within
the measurement series. The slope change is obtained
by subtracting the 21 C reference slope trace from the
25.2 C trace. The mirror slope change from the increased
temperature has a linear form (cylindrical shape). Since the
surface slope is the first order derivative of the surface height
(sag), the linear diﬀerence slope term manifests as a focus
error that will displace the focus longitudinally or blur the
focal spot in a fixed image plane.
The measured curvature changes with changing temperature are given in Table 2. As in Figure 8, linear fitting to the
slope trace diﬀerences are used for this measurement. The
table also provides the corresponding values of the rms slope
variation. To compensate the thermal eﬀects, we can introduce defocus to the focal plane; the corresponding necessary

defocus and the RMS slope error after the compensation are
listed in Table 2 also.
Figures 9 and 10 present the data of the first two rows
in Table 2 in a graphical form. The linear dependences in
Figures 9 and 10 can be predicted based on the linearity of
the temperature dependence of thermal expansion and on
the linear character of the bending equation [9, 17]:
d2 y
= CA gA (x) + CB gB (x),
d2 x

(2)

where


gA (x) ≡





1 x
1
−
,
2 L E I(x)

gB (x) ≡



1 x
1
+
,
2 L E I(x)
(3)

and CA and CB are the bending couples, E is Young’s
modulus, and I(x) is the moment of inertia of the substrate
cross section. The best-fit linear approximations
δCur = −1.6(T − 21.0) × 10−5 m−1 ,
δSlope = [0.28 (T − 21.0) + 0.55] μrad (rms),

(4)

are shown in Figures 9 and 10 with the dashed lines.
In summary, without thermal stabilization, we observe
a high sensitivity of the mirror shape to the ambient
temperature. Temperature variations by a few degrees causes
several micro-radians surface slope error: a magnitude that
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Figure 11: The residual variation of the mirror tangential slope measured at diﬀerent temperatures inside the container without adjusting
the bending couplings. The temperature controller attached to the bender body was set to constant 21.3◦ C. The traces correspond to the
sagittal center of the mirror. Unlike the previous case, with no active temperature stabilization (Figure 7), the mirror figure remains constant.
The increase of the random noise is due to the air convection that becomes stronger at higher temperature inside the container.

Table 2: Mirror curvature change and RMS slope error corresponding to diﬀerent container temperatures, relative to the initial 21 C state.
The corresponding focal change and residual RMS slope error (after compensation) are also given.
T (C)
21
curvature change (10−5 m−1 )
0
rms slope error (μrad)
0.55
required defocus compensation (mm)
0.00
rms slope error after defocus compensation (μrad) 0.55

21.7

22.2

22.5

23.1

23.5

23.9

24.3

24.8

25.2

−1.81

−2.87

−2.57

−3.17

−4.3

−5.09

−5.17

−5.69

−6.36

0.70
0.10
0.56

0.97
0.17
0.68

0.87
0.20
0.65

1.00
0.25
0.71

1.27
0.26
0.78

1.41
0.28
0.76

1.47
0.30
0.87

1.60
0.35
0.83

1.74
0.40
0.87

would be unacceptable for most applications. The following
section shows that the temperature sensitivity problem can
be solved using an active temperature stabilization of the
mirror body based on a Peltier element.

7. Effectiveness of the Mirror
Temperature Stabilization
To investigate the eﬀectiveness of the thermally stabilized KB
mirror holder, a series of LTP measurements were conducted,
in a similar manner to those described in the previous
section. Using a dedicated Thorlabs temperature controller,
the mirror body temperature was set to 21.3 C.
Figure 11 summarizes the slope measurements conducted at three diﬀerent stable ambient temperatures. This
time, while the temperature within the container increased,

the slope error profile of the mirror remains unchanged.
The observable increase of the random error is an artifact
of the measurements associated with air convection along
the LTP optical path [36]. The larger temperature inside the
container, the stronger is the perturbation of the LTP light
beam direction due to air convection.
Figure 12 shows a surface slope change at T = 24.5 C,
relative to the 21.3 C slope trace. Compared with the earlier
results, in Figure 8, the measurements with the thermallystabilized mirror assembly show a significant suppression of
the shape change eﬀects.

8. Conclusions and Discussion
We have demonstrated that active temperature stabilization,
based on a Peltier element attached directly to the body

8
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Figure 12: Temperature-induced surface slope change with a 3.2 C
(24.5 C–21.3 C) increase in the ambient temperature. The dashed
line is a linear fit. Unlike the previous case without temperature
stabilization (Figure 8), here slope changes are not detectable within
a measurement uncertainty of 3 nrad/mm that corresponds to a
radius of curvature above 300 km.

of an elliptically bent KB mirror, provides mirror surface
shape stability under several degrees of ambient temperature
change. The design and the materials used in the mirror
assembly have been carefully optimized to provide high heat
conductance between the mirror body and its substrate.
Using a specially fabricated test mirror placed inside
a temperature-controlled container, we investigated the
thermal sensitivity of the mirror surface profile with and
without active control of the mirror holder temperature.
Without thermal stabilization, the rms variation of the
mirror slope, measured with an LTP across an 80 mm clear
aperture, changed by approximately 1.5 μrad (calculated
from the RMS residual slope error before and after the
maximum temperature change shown in Figure 7), under
a 4.2 C temperature increase. However, with active thermal
stabilization, in the presence of a 3.2 C temperature increase,
the mirror slope did not noticeably change, within our
measurement uncertainty, which is below 0.1 μrad.
The KB mirror, described throughout this work, is
intended for use as a test X-ray optic at ALS beamline
5.3.1. The beamline endstation now under construction, is
dedicated to at-wavelength, in situ metrology of X-ray optics
[33, 34]. The test mirror’s measured residual surface figure
error of 0.5 μrad (rms) is relatively large when compared
with the mirrors of the same design currently in use at the
ALS beamline 10.3.2 and 12.3.2. We attribute this to the
fact that this is an older, spare substrate with a significant
sagittal width and/or thickness error. Contributions to the
figure error may also come from the residual stress due to
the imperfections of the mirror assembly. We are working
on an upgrade of the mirror design that would allow us to
significantly reduce the residual stress.
For the purposes of this investigation (separate from a
beamline focusing application), the presence of the figure
error is useful for distinguishing real changes of the mirror
shape from measurement errors. Similarly, when using the
mirror for testing at-wavelength metrology techniques, the
known, residual figure error is a useful particularity that
should be observable in the course of the metrology.
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